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                            Know which students need help now
                        

                        Intervene quickly to safeguard students against self-harm, suicide, bullying, and violence
                        

                        Get the
                            brief
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                        Identify at-risk students
                            with student wellness monitoring
                    

                    Aware gives you the ability to know which students are struggling so you can intervene quickly
                        and early — before things
                        get worse.
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                    Wellness levels

                    Use evidence-based wellness levels to identify students in need and allocate limited student
                        services resources more
                        effectively.
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                    Preventative tools

                    Address threats of bullying, violence, self-harm, and suicide early and effectively with powerful
                        and proactive
                        AI-enabled capabilities.
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                    Case management

                    Easily track cases from creation to resolution and maintain accurate case records by adding
                        Respond.
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                    Real-time notifications

                    Know immediately if a student's activity indicates signs of nudity, bullying, suicide, or
                        violence.
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                    Cross platform

                    Covers all your devices—including Chromebooks, iPads, Mac, and Windows, and on Google Drive and
                        Microsoft Office 365 as well.
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                    Comprehensive analysis

                    Analyzes all student activity across email, documents, social media, and web browsing using K-12
                        education's
                        longest-learning AI.

                

            

        

    

    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Gain visibility into students' mental health
                

                
                    Identify students who may be at risk so you can intervene where you're needed most.
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                                        Know your students' wellness with sophisticated AI. Securly's AI conducts a
                                            nuanced analysis of student activity —
                                            including their complete recent history — to understand if they're showing
                                            signs of struggle in a particular area and
                                            assign a reliable, real-time wellness level.
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                                        Rely on evidence-based wellness level monitoring to understand and visualize
                                            each student's current emotional state —
                                            and respond quickly if their level declines.
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                                        Receive real-time alerts of concerning student activities via email, so
                                            designated staff can view all alert
                                            notifications and activity in their assigned OUs.
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                    Monitor for nudity, bullying, suicide, and violence
                

                
                    Know immediately about concerning student activities with unrivaled AI-powered analysis.
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                                        Rely on education's longest-learning AI technology, using sentiment analysis
                                            and natural language processing (NLP) to
                                            analyze students' activities based on context, not just keywords.
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                                        Keep inappropriate images from being shared by quarantining files that
                                            contain nudity in Google Drive and OneDrive, and recalling emails with nude
                                            images. Scan video files for pornography with an additional upgrade.
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                                        Receive alerts when harassing or insulting comments are detected in emails,
                                            social media posts, and documents, and
                                            automatically recall emails flagged for bullying.
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                                        Act quickly with immediate notifications if student activity indicates signs
                                            of school violence, and automatically
                                            recall threatening emails.
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                                        Know when students are showing signs of depression, grief, self harm, and
                                            suicidal ideation so you can offer support and
                                            interventions if needed.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Support students with preventative and automated interventions
                

                
                    Use proactive and preemptive tools to get in front of concerning student behaviors.
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                                        Automatically present students with a message containing links to mental
                                            health resources using the Wellness Pathways
                                            Widget if their wellness levels decline.
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                                        Address bullying before it happens with Think Twice’s real-time prompts that
                                            encourage students to reconsider sending or
                                            posting messages that contain harmful language.
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                    Streamline alert and case management
                

                
                    Centralize and streamline case management, and get 24/7 support from trained experts.
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                                        Facilitate quick response by assigning alerts so they go directly to the
                                            staff members closest to the at-risk student.
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                                        Customize your notification preferences to reduce alert “noise” and minimize
                                            false positives with education's
                                            longest-learning and most reliable AI.
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                                        With the integration of Respond, easily track cases from inception to resolution and maintain detailed case records. 
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                                        Pair Aware with Securly On-Call to gain a team of highly-trained specialists,
                                            who
                                            analyze alerts round-the-clock and notify
                                            you of critical situations.

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            See the students who need help with Aware
                        

                        With Securly Aware, you know how your students are doing so you can focus your resources on
                            the students who need
                            support the most.

                        
                            Don't worry about your students' wellness. Know for sure with Aware.


                        
                            Get
                                the
                                brief
                            Request a
                                demo
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                        See the students who need help with Aware
                    

                    With Securly Aware, you know how your students are doing so you can focus your resources on
                        the students who need
                        support the most.

                    
                        Don't worry about your students' wellness. Know for sure with Aware.

                    
                        Get the
                            brief
                        Request a demo
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            Know what to look for
                in a student wellness
                monitoring tool

            Claim your FREE copy
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